VIDEO CONCERNED:
Full title:
Owner of the Copyright:
URL (if available):

hereinafter referred to as the “Video”

RIGHTS REQUESTED: The OECD requests the worldwide, non-exclusive, perpetual and irrevocable right, on a royalty-free basis, to publish the above-mentioned Video in connection with an OECD annual public awareness campaign on financial literacy, Global Money Week, https://globalmoneyweek.org, including in downloadable files, web pages, brochures or slide shows and in any media, including social media, now known or later developed.

In signing this form, you guarantee that you are the legal owner of the copyright to the Video or its authorized representative and/or that you are duly authorised to grant the above requested rights to the OECD. You also guarantee that the Video concerned by this permission will not give rise to a violation of any existing rights, including copyright. You further confirm all necessary permissions have been obtained for the use in the Video of contents that are the intellectual property of third parties, including permission to grant the requested rights to the OECD. You finally confirm that where the Video includes recognisable individual(s), you have obtained their consent or consent of their legal representatives, including permission to grant the requested rights to the OECD.

If you do not control the rights requested, please let us know to whom we should apply. Thank you.

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED

Signature:

Full Name of Owner of the Video (in capitals):

Title:

Date:

Credit and copyright notice to be used along with the Video:

THANK YOU for returning this form to: GMW_Secretariat@oecd.org